FALL 2011 PRICE LIST
ALABAMA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

JOURNAL OF ALABAMA ARCHAEOLOGY

21(1)-June 1975 - $5.00
DeJarnette et al.: Archaeological Investigations in the Buttahatchee River Valley, Lamar County, Alabama
Heldman and Ray: A Late Historic Burial in Montgomery County, Alabama
Jeter and Burns: Lithic Technology and Prehistoric Behavior Patterns in the Coosa Valley Area: A Framework for a Research Design
Stowe: Pot Sherds and a Brass Kettle: Continuity and Change at 1Mb82

21(2)-Dec.1975 - $5.00
DeJarnette et al.: Archaeological Investigations in the Buttahatchee River Valley II: Excavations at Stucks Bluff Rock Shelter
Knight: Some Observations Concerning Plant Materials and Aboriginal Smoking in Eastern North America
Olah: An Investigation of Ethnographic and Archaeological Political Structure in Southeastern United States
Waselkov: A Selected Bibliography for Paleoethnobotany

22(2)-Dec. 1976 - $5.00
Henson: A Southeastern Ceremonial Complex Petroglyph Site
Nielsen: Archaeological Salvage Excavations at Site 1Au28

23(2)-Dec. 1977 - $5.00
Atkinson et al.: Ceramics and Chronology
Jeter: Late Woodland Chronology and Change in Central Alabama
Knight: The Mobile Bay-Mobile River Delta Region: Archaeological Status Report

24(1)-June 1978 - $5.00
Chase: Uchee Creek Site 4: 1Ru58
Chase: Weeden Island-Swift Creek Affinities in the Middle Chattahoochee Valley
Curren: The Zooarchaeology of the D'Olive Creek Site (1Ba196), Baldwin County, Alabama
Lankford: Southern Contacts in Southeastern Prehistory
Moorehead: Eels and Ethnoarchaeology

24(2)-Dec. 1978 - $5.00
Blitz: Moonshining and Archaeology
Jenkins: Prehistoric Chronology of the Lower Chattahoochee Valley. A Preliminary Statement
Lafferty: The Early Woodland Chronological and Cultural Affinities at Phipps Bend on the Holston River, Northeast Tennessee
Marshall: A Possible Historic Indian Pendant
Walthall and Wimberly: Mississippian Chronology in the Black Warrior Valley: Radiocarbon Dates from Bessemer and Moundville
Wright: Upper Alabama River Historic Indian Towns and Their Inhabitants

25(1)-June 1979 - $5.00
Atkinson: A Historic Contact Indian Settlement in Oktibbeha County, Mississippi
Ensor: Archaeological Investigations in the Upper Cahaba River Drainage - North Central Alabama
JOURNAL OF ALABAMA ARCHAEOLOGY

25(2)-Dec. 1979 - $5.00
Bense and Watson: A Swift Creek and Weeden Island "Ring Midden" in the St. Andrew Bay Drainage System on the Northwest Florida Gulf Coast
Knight: Ceramic Stratigraphy at the Singer-Moye Site, 9Su2

26(1)-June 1980 - $5.00
Knight: Culture Complexes of the Alabama Piedmont: An Initial Statement
Tomak et al.: The Earlier Archaic Components at the Leonard Haag Site, Dearborn County, Indiana
Walthall: A Mississippian Pipe from Alabama

26(2)-Dec. 1980 - $5.00
Beinlich: Indian Profile Petroglyph
Brooms: Investigations at 1Je37: A West Jefferson Phase Site in Jefferson County, Alabama
Futato: An Overview of Wheeler Basin Prehistory
Goad: Copena Burial Practices and Social Organization
Grunet: Book Review: Archaeological Perspectives on Ethnicity in America: AfroAmerican and Asian American Cultural History
Lentz: Corn from the Moody Slough Site, Tuscaloosa County, Alabama

27(1)-June 1981 - $5.00
Bond: Experimental Heat Treatment of Cedar Creek Cherts
Ford: Time and Temper in the North Central Hills of Mississippi
Knight and Adams: A Voyage to the Mobile and Tomeh in 1700 with Notes on the Interior of Alabama

27(2)-Dec. 1981 - $5.00
Gustafson and Pigott: A Tale of Two Sites, or, Big Sandy Begins to Speak
Johnson and Morrow: Thermal Alteration and Fort Payne Chert
Little and Curren: Site 1Ce308: A Protohistoric Site on the Upper Coosa River in Alabama

28(1)-June 1982 - $5.00
Parker: Archaeological Test Investigations at 1Su7: The Fort Tombecbe Site

28(2)-Dec. 1982 - $5.00
Hulse: James W. Cambron
Knight: A Repoussé Copper Plate from Northeast Alabama
Kwas: Bannerstones: A Historical Overview
Lauro: The Edgefield Scraper and Waller Knife, Early Archaic Tools from the Pearl River Drainage, Mississippi
McCulloch: Middle Woodland and Early Late Woodland Phases in the Lower Tennessee River Valley

29(1)-June 1983 - $5.00
Futato and Solis: Archaeology at Site 1Ja78, the B.B. Comer Bridge Site

29(2)-Dec. 1983 - $5.00
Barber: Another Look at Late Holocene Sea Level Oscillations in Mobile Bay, Alabama
Holstein: A Diagnostic Late Paleo/Early Archaic Artifact from the Upper Coosa Drainage, the Edgefield Scraper
Lloyd et al.: Tallahatta Quartzite Quarries in the Escambia River Drainage
Walling and Schrader: The Dry Branch Site, 1Sh42, and the Late Gulf Formational in the Central Coosa River Drainage
JOURNAL OF ALABAMA ARCHAEOLOGY

30(1)-June 1984 - $5.00
Fuller and Silvia: Ceramic Rim Effigies in Southwest Alabama
Nance: The Humanistic Archaeology of Daniel W. Josselyn
Smith: A Sixteenth Century Coin from Southeast Alabama

30(2)-Dec. 1984 - $5.00
Futato: An Index to the First 30 years of the Journal of Alabama Archaeology

31(1)-June 1985 - $5.00
Ensor: The Joe Powell Site (1Pi38): A Dalton Manifestation on the Alabama Gulf Coastal Plain
Johnson: Upland Subsistence Data from Colbert Ferry Park, Northwest Alabama

31(2)-Dec. 1985 - $5.00
Holstein and Little: Preliminary Investigations into Stone Mound Complexes in Northeast Alabama
Lentz: Archaeobotanical Remains from the Tukabatchee Sites
Mitchell: Resource Diversity in the Midcontinental Archaic
Weinstein: Book Review: Perspectives on Gulf Coast Prehistory

32(1)-June 1986 - $5.00
Lafferty: Book Review: Report on Mound Explorations of the Bureau of Ethnology
Marshall: Stylistic Changes in the Mississippian House Patterns at the Lyons Bluff Site, 22Ok1, Oktibbeha County, Mississippi
Trickey et al.: Archaeological and Historical Investigations at Pinto Battery or Battery Gladden, Site 1Mb17, Mobile Bay, Alabama
Waselkov and Wood: The Creek War of 1813-1814: Effects on Creek Society and Settlement Pattern

32(2)-Dec. 1986 - $5.00
Knight: Archaeological Survey and Testing at the Lightwood Shell Midden Complex, Site 1Ta241, Talladega County, Alabama
Knight: Book Review: The Prehistoric Native American Art of Mud Glyph Cave
Peacock: A Comparison of Late Woodland, Mississippian, and Protohistoric Triangular Points from the Central Tombigbee River Drainage
Waselkov: A Reinterpretation of the Creek Indian Barricade at Horseshoe Bend

33(1)-June 1987 - $5.00
Hubbert and Wright: Lalakalka, the Fishing Place: Another Way of Seeing the Archaeology of the Rother L. Harris Reservoir

33(2)-Dec. 1987 - $5.00
Oakley and Driskell: Archaeological Investigations at Sites 1Ma285 and 1Ma126, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

Nance: Archaeology of the Rodgers-CETA Site: A Lamar Village on Talladega Creek, Central Alabama

35(1)-June 1989 - $5.00
Holstein et al.: The Morgan Mountain Stone Mound Complex, Site 1Ca32, Calhoun County, Alabama
Martin: Archaeological Investigations of an Aboriginal Defensive Ditch at Site 1Ds32
Mikell: The Temporal Affiliation and Morphological Characteristics of Washington Cluster Projectile Points from the Mobile Bay Pipeline Project
Silvia: Archaeological Test Excavations at Bienville Square, a Public Park in Downtown Mobile, Alabama
JOURNAL OF ALABAMA ARCHAEOLOGY

35(2)-Dec. 1989 - $5.00
Dimmick: A Survey of Upper Creek Sites in Central Alabama

36(2)-Dec. 1990 - $7.50
Krause: The Death of the Sacred: Lessons from a Mississippian Mound in the Tennessee River Valley
Patterson: An Archaeological Reconnaissance of Selected Areas of the Black Prairie Region of West Central Alabama

Hollingsworth: The Archaeology of Sheeps Bluff Shelter (1Fr324), Franklin County, Alabama

38(2)-Dec. 1992 $7.50
White: Shell Mounds of the Lower Apalachicola River Swamp, Northwest Florida
Steponaitis: Yet Another Rattlesnake Disk from Moundville?
Hanvy et al.: Ten Islands of the Coosa River
Chase: Harold A. Huscher: 1908-1992

39(1-2)-June-Dec. 1993 - $15.00
Stowe and Fuller: The Bottle Creek Mounds--History of Archaeological Research Prior to 1990
Waselkov: A Contour Map of the Bottle Creek Site
Brown and Fuller: Analysis of Bottle Creek Pottery at the Alabama Museum of Natural History
Drooker: Matting and Fabric Impressions from Bottle Creek
Gremillion: Prehistoric Maize from Bottle Creek
Brown and Fuller: A Preliminary Report on Gulf Coast Survey Excavations at the Bottle Creek Site, 1991

40(1-2)-June-Dec. 1994 – (Special Issue) $20.00
Anderson: The Excavations at Dust Cave to Date: A Commentary
Driskell: Stratigraphy and Chronology at Dust Cave
Collins et al.: Preliminary Geomorphological Findings at Dust and Nearby Caves
Gardner: Preliminary Analysis of Carbonized Plant Remains from Dust Cave
Goldberg and Sherwood: Micromorphology of Dust Cave Sediments: Some Preliminary Results
Goldman-Finn: Dust Cave in Regional Context
Goldman-Finn and Walker: The Dust Cave Bone Tool Assemblage
Grover: Faunal Remains from Dust Cave
Hogue: Preliminary Report on the Human Skeletal Remains from Dust Cave
Johnson and Meeks: Source Areas and Prehistoric Use of Fort Payne Chert
Meeks: Lithic Artifacts from Dust Cave
Morey: Canis Remains from Dust Cave
Morse: Comments on the Dust Cave Investigation
Parmalee: Freshwater Molluscs from Dust and Smith Bottom Caves

41(1)-June 1995 - $7.50
Hayward et. al: Archaeological Investigation of Stephens Bluff, a Moundville III Site in the Proposed Pafallaya Province
Holmes: Elwood Bruce Trickey: 1917-1994
Little and Curren: The Moundville IV Phase on the Black Warrior River
Peacock: Subaqueous Site Deflation Beneath Choctaw Lake, Tombigbee National Forest, Choctaw County, Mississippi
Trickey: Mauvilla: A New Approach
JOURNAL OF ALABAMA ARCHAEOLOGY

41(2)-Dec. 1995 - $7.50
Blitz: Choctaw Archaeology in Mississippi
Mooney: Choctaw Culture Compromise and Change Between the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries: An Analysis of the Collections from Seven Sites from the Choctaw Homeland in East-Central Mississippi
Mueller: Intrasisettlement at the Historic Creek Town of Hickory Ground (1Ee89), Elmore County, Alabama (1990-1991)
Rafferty: A Seriation of Historic Period Aboriginal Pottery from Northeast Mississippi
Smith: Woods Island Revisited

42(1)-June 1996 - $7.50
Lolley: A Map Method for Locating Historic Upper Creek Indian Towns and Villages

42(2)-Dec. 1996 - $7.50
Barker and Broster: The Johnson Site (40Dv400): A Dated Paleoindian and Early Archaic Occupation in Tennessee's Central Basin
Holmes and Bates: A Comparison of Trace Elements Present in Two Iron Objects from a Mississippian Site in South Alabama, with Those of Spanish, French, and American Irons

43(1)-June 1997 - $7.50
Ensor and Largent: Recent Survey and Archaeological Research in the Vicinity of Fort Rucker, Southwestern Alabama
Holstein et al.: The Hurley Site: A Protohistoric Habitation Site in the Weiss Lake Basin, Cherokee County, Alabama
Knight: Fort Leslie, and Upper Creek Ceramics of the Early Nineteenth Century

43(2)-Dec. 1997 - $7.50
Allsbrook, Krause, and Shinn: The Red Fox Mound (1Li15): An Enigma in Search of a Cipher
Nance, Morgan, and Kirk: Seriated Flake Assemblages from Crumly Chapel, a Ridge Top Site near Birmingham, Alabama

44(1-2)-June-Dec. 1998 – (Special Issue) $20.00
Chase: Prehistoric Pottery of Central Alabama
Fuller: Indian Pottery and Cultural Chronology of the Mobile-Tensaw Basin and Alabama Coast
Futato: Ceramic Complexes of the Tennessee River Drainage, Alabama
Jenkins and Meyer: Ceramics of the Tombigbee-Black Warrior River Valleys
Knight: Aboriginal Pottery of the Coosa and Tallapoosa River Valleys, Alabama
Schnell: Ceramics in the Southern Half of the Chattahoochee Valley

45(1)-June 1999 - $7.50
Gage and Jones: Ground-Penetrating Radar
Mikell and Little: An Archaeological Investigation of the Doctor Lake Site (1Ck219): A Search for the Sixteenth-Century Mabila Battlefield
Rafferty: Book Review: Grit Tempered: Early Women Archaeologists in the Southeastern United States
Smith: Book Review: Antiquities of the Southern Indians, Particularly of the Georgia Tribes
Wright: Creek Indian Census
**JOURNAL OF ALABAMA ARCHAEOLOGY**

**45(2)-Dec. 1999 - $7.50**
Dumas: A Definition of the Late Woodland and McLeod Phase Ceramic Series in Southwest Alabama
Hathorn: Book Review: *A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida*
Hendryx: Flourishing Occupation within the Hinterlands of the Hinterlands: Examining the Bear Creek Watershed, Alabama
Little et al.: Archaeological Investigations of the Hog Island Site (1Ce421), Cherokee County, Alabama
Mann: Identifying Pottery Temper
Smith: Book Review: *Archaeology of Colonial Pensacola*
Wright: Book Review: *Creek Indian History: A Historical Narrative of the Genealogy, Traditions, and Downfall of the Ispocoqa or Creek Indian Tribe of Indians*

**46(1)-June 2000 - $7.50**
Cottier: Book Review: *Bioarchaeological Studies of Life in the Age of Agriculture: A View from the Southeast*
Detwiler: Book Review: *The Ancient Mounds of Poverty Point: Place of Rings*
Henson: Book Review: *The Petroglyphs and Pictographs of Missouri*
Knight: The Dorroh Monolithic Axe
O’Brien and Lyman: Gentle Persuasion: The National Research Council and Southeastern Archaeology
Randall: Blue-Gray Fort Payne and the Identification of Chert
Seckinger and Jenkins: A Plural Society in Prehistoric Alabama

**46(2)-Dec. 2000 - $7.50**
Boudreaux and Johnson: Test Excavations at the Florence Mound: A Middle Woodland Platform Mound in Northwest Alabama
Carr: Book Review: *Mississippi Projectile Point Guide*
Driskell: Microscopic Use Wear Analysis on Stone Tools
Ezzell: Book Review: *Archaeology of Southern Urban Landscapes*
Janowski: The Koob Diagnostic Collection

**47(1)-June 2001 - $7.50**
Ball: Note on a Lesser Known Early Map of the Old Stone Fort (40CF1)
Carr: Flake Debris and Learning about the Past
Gardner: Book Review: *Famous Florida Sites: Mt. Royal and Crystal River*
Hammerstedt: Late Woodland and Mississippian Settlement of the Black Warrior Valley: A Preliminary Statement
O’Hear: Book Review: *Fisherfolk, Farmers and Frenchmen: Archaeological Explorations on the Mississippi Gulf Coast*
Wilkins: Oblong Copper Gorgets from Moundville

**47(2)-Dec. 2001 - $7.50**
Barile: Recollections of Slavery Time: Historical Archaeology and Oral Traditions on a Southern Plantation
Clouse: Why Do Historical Archaeology
Little: A Study of Paleoclimate and Shell Deposition at Archaeological Sites in the Mobile-Tensaw Delta of Southwest Alabama
Wesson: Book Review: *Method and Theory in American Archaeology*
Wesson, Wall, and Chase: A Spaghetti Style Gorget from the Jere Shine Site (1Mt6), Montgomery County, Alabama
JOURNAL OF ALABAMA ARCHAEOLOGY

48(1)-June 2002 - $7.50
Cottier: Book Review: Sun Circles and Human Hands: The Southeastern Indians, Art and Industry
Keeling: Stratigraphy
Lev-Tov: The Function, Date, and Cultural Implications of Modified Cervid Phalanges from Russell Cave and the Bluff Creek Site in Alabama
Tate: Appalachian Pioneers and Log Houses

48(2)-Dec. 2002 - $7.50
Carr: What is Archaeology
Detwiler: Book Review: Plants from the Past
Futato, Middle and Late Archaic Settlement at the Perry Site, 1Lu25
Gilbert: Book Review: Anthropologists and Indians in the New South
Meyer and Spry: Bell Hill Phase Occupation at Site 1Ma308
Newman: A Steatite Bowl from the Flint River Site: 1Ma48

49(1-2)-June-Dec. 2003 - $15.00
Davis: Book Review: Medicine Creek: Seventy Years of Archaeological Investigations
Greene: Book Review: Catawba Valley Mississippian: Ceramics, Chronology, and Catawba Indians
Jenkins: The Terminal Woodland/Mississippian Transition in West and Central Alabama
Lee: Amos J. Wright, Jr.
Lee: Book Review: The McGillivray and McIntosh Traders on the Old Southwest Frontier, 1716-1815
Meredith and Perry: The Broken Arrow Shoals Site: A Gulf Formational and Late Woodland Site in the Central Coosa River Drainage
Peacock: Book Review: Between Contacts and Colonies: Archaeological Perspectives on the Protohistoric Southeast
Richardson: 1Je20, Pinson Cave, and Bone Hair Pins
Richardson: Book Review: The Tennessee, Green, and Lower Ohio Rivers Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore
Young: Plantation Archaeology

50(1)-June 2004 - $7.50
Brookes: Book Review: The Louisiana and Arkansas Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore
Brown: Why Study Salt?
Fisher-Carroll, Gall, and Mainfort: Hillabee Greenstone in Northeast Arkansas
Hammerstedt: Book Review: Conversations with the High Priest of Coosa
Hollenbach: Book Review: Blackland Prairies of the Gulf Coastal Plain
Jackson: Coexistence of the West Jefferson and Moundville I Phases
Smith: Book Review: Presidio Santa Maria de Galve: A Struggle for Survival in Colonial Spanish Pensacola
Walker and Parmalee: A Noteworthy Cache of Goose Humeri from Late Paleoindian Levels at Dust Cave, Northwestern Alabama

50(2)-Dec. 2004 - $7.50
Futato: The North Alabama Project: An AAS Excavation Project
51(1)-June 2005 - $7.50
Cole: Fifty Years of the Quad Site
Meredith and Grunewald: Projectile Points from Porter Village, 1Ck21, Clarke County, Alabama
Peacock: Environmental Archaeology
Perry: Things Buried Three Feet Down or More: The Archaeology of Removal
Regnier: Book Review: Kolomoki: Settlement, Ceremony, and Status
Whitley: Book Review: Archaeology of the Funeral Mound: Ocmulgee National Monument, Georgia

52(1-2)-June-Dec. 2006 - $15.00
Beasley: Book Review: The Florida Journals of Frank Hamilton Cushing and The Lost Florida Manuscript of Frank Hamilton Cushing
Brown: Book Review: Gulf Coast Archaeology: The Southeastern United States and Mexico
Burns: An Archaeological and Historical Study of the Creek Indian Fortification Known as Armstrong
Cole: Paleoindian Settlement in Limestone County, Alabama
Freeman and Hawsey: A Preliminary Look at an Anthropomorphic Pipe (Queen Victoria Pipe) from Tuscumbia, Alabama
Knight: An Outline of the Professional Career of David L. DeJarnette

53(1-2)-June-Dec. 2007 - $15.00
Barker and Hazel: Ryan (40RD77), a Late Middle Archaic Benton Culture Cemetery on Tennessee’s Central Basin
Hodge and Danforth: Bioarchaeology
Hokesbergen: Archaeological Investigations at 1Ma490, a Stratified Dalton and Big Sandy Site on Redstone Arsenal, Madison County, Alabama
Hokesbergen: Dalton and Big Sandy: The View from Redstone Arsenal
Meredith: The Middle Woodland Montevallo Phase in North-Central Alabama
Peacock: Book Review: Hunting for Hides: Deerskins, Status, and Cultural Change in the Protohistoric Appalachians

54(1-2)-June-Dec. 2008 - $15.00
Ball: Record of the 1804 Granting of Five Saltpeter Cave Leases by the Cherokee Nation in Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee
Hammerstedt: Book Review: The Civilian Conservation Corps in Alabama, 1933-1942: A Great and Lasting Good
Hammerstedt, Glascock, and Skinner: Obsidian Artifacts from Moundville
Hokesbergen: Archaeological Investigations at 1Ma490, a Stratified Dalton and Big Sandy Site on Redstone Arsenal, Madison County, Alabama
Hokesbergen: Dalton and Big Sandy: The View from Redstone Arsenal
Meredith: The Middle Woodland Montevallo Phase in North-Central Alabama
Peacock: Book Review: Hunting for Hides: Deerskins, Status, and Cultural Change in the Protohistoric Appalachians

55(1-2)-June-Dec. 2009 - $15.00
Ball: Two Additional Accounts of a Possible Middle Woodland Burial Cave in Blount County, Alabama
Lieb: Book Review: The Peabody Man: Jeffrey P. Brain
Jones and Ledbetter: Lithic Technological Continuity and Change in the Southern Piedmont Region During the Early and Middle Archaic: The Quartz Ovate Problem
Regnier: The Collections from the Daviston Creek Site (1Mn40) in Monroe County: 10,000 Years of Prehistory in Southwest Alabama
Smith: The Stump Island Site (1Ce264): Historic Period Ethnicity on the Upper Coosa River of Alabama
Spanos: Cord Marked or Rabric Impressed: A Guide for Artifact Identification
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

SP-2  Nance: The Archaeological Sequence at Durant Bend, Dallas County, Alabama. $7.50

SP-3  Dickens: Archaeological Investigations at Horseshoe Bend National Military Park, Alabama. $10.00

DeJarnette, Kurjack, and Cambron: Stanfield-Worley Bluff Shelter Excavations (Reprint of Journal of Alabama Archaeology 8). $10.00
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